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Technology and Literacy Technology and Literacy Technology and Literacy Technology and Literacy 
DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment

Why some learners fall through the gaps and how 

we can use technology to prevent it happening.

Ros Lugg

• Why do some learners struggle and others Why do some learners struggle and others Why do some learners struggle and others Why do some learners struggle and others 
don’t?don’t?don’t?don’t?
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Key Questions:Key Questions:Key Questions:Key Questions:

• How can we stop learners falling through the How can we stop learners falling through the How can we stop learners falling through the How can we stop learners falling through the 
gaps?gaps?gaps?gaps?
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Some interesting American Some interesting American Some interesting American Some interesting American 
research……..research……..research……..research……..

60% of learners will succeed regardless of 60% of learners will succeed regardless of 60% of learners will succeed regardless of 60% of learners will succeed regardless of 

method method method method 

40% of learners need more structure 40% of learners need more structure 40% of learners need more structure 40% of learners need more structure 

The Five Big The Five Big The Five Big The Five Big 
Ideas in Ideas in Ideas in Ideas in 
Beginning Beginning Beginning Beginning 
ReadingReadingReadingReading
A key model developed by 

the USA National Reading 
Panel in 2000

Describes the progression of 
skills as reading develops.

• Sequential

• Cumulative

• Plenty of opportunities 
to fall through the gaps!
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Two opposing approachesTwo opposing approachesTwo opposing approachesTwo opposing approaches::::

• Whole LanguageWhole LanguageWhole LanguageWhole Language

• PhonicsPhonicsPhonicsPhonics
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Whole LanguageWhole LanguageWhole LanguageWhole Language

Recognising words as whole units, not  broken 

down into letters and letter patterns.  

Language should be a complete system of making 

meaning. 

Emphasis on comprehension and context.  Look for 

the context and pictures for help, rather than 

decoding.
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Phonics approachPhonics approachPhonics approachPhonics approach

Letters and letter patterns are the ‘building blocks’ 
of written language.

It is essential to understand how language is 
structured, so learners can develop independent 
decoding and encoding skills – work words out for 
themselves.

Whole Language

Top Down Approach

Phonics 

Bottom Up Approach

60%

40%

Listening to stories

Language interaction

Listening to language

Nursery rhymes

Rhythm of language

Essential early development Essential early development Essential early development Essential early development –––– the the the the 

importance of oral languageimportance of oral languageimportance of oral languageimportance of oral language
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The Reading LadderThe Reading LadderThe Reading LadderThe Reading Ladder

8-year 

reading level 

12-year age level

13-15-year 

intellectual level

So why do some learners struggle?

“He’s got a reading problem.”

“He’s got a spelling problem.”

Don’t look at the symptom – identify the 

cause!

Processing SkillsProcessing SkillsProcessing SkillsProcessing Skills
The Big FiveThe Big FiveThe Big FiveThe Big Five
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Motor 

Development
Sequencing

Phonological 

Awareness

Visual 

Perception

Memory

(working)

2
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Research Research Research Research 
studies from the studies from the studies from the studies from the 
1970s onwards1970s onwards1970s onwards1970s onwards

Phonological Awareness

Looked at predictors of 
reading success or 
failure

• Pre-readers aged 3 –
5 years
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Rhyme Recognition

Phonemic Awareness

Associated problems in schoolAssociated problems in schoolAssociated problems in schoolAssociated problems in school
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• Too much emphasis on whole-language
approach.  Not actually teaching the ‘code’

• Understanding phonological awareness

• Not checking that learners can process 
individual sounds

First gap

So where is the first So where is the first So where is the first So where is the first 

gap?gap?gap?gap?
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Aspects measured by TVPSAspects measured by TVPSAspects measured by TVPSAspects measured by TVPS

 Visual Discrimination

 Visual Memory

 Visual-Spatial Relationships

 Visual Sequential Memory

 Visual Closure

 Visual Figure-Ground
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Aspects particularly related to Aspects particularly related to Aspects particularly related to Aspects particularly related to 
literacyliteracyliteracyliteracy

• Visual Discrimination

• Visual Memory

• Visual-Spatial Relationships

• Visual Sequential Memory

• Visual Closure

• Visual Figure-Ground
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MemoryMemoryMemoryMemory
Aspects particularly related to literacy are:

Visual memory

Visual sequential memory

Auditory sequential memory

Working memory

Long-term memory and retrieval
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Memory implicationsMemory implicationsMemory implicationsMemory implications

A non-impaired reader needs only 4-10 
exposures to a word to fix it into long-
term memory

A dyslexic learner may need 500 – 1300 
exposures!

(Bateman, B., 1991)
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Only Three OptionsOnly Three OptionsOnly Three OptionsOnly Three Options

Games

Technology  (software/online)

Death by Worksheet!
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Key phases of literacy Key phases of literacy Key phases of literacy Key phases of literacy 
developmentdevelopmentdevelopmentdevelopment

(Frith, 1985)  ‘Beneath the surface of developmental dyslexia’

Logographic Phase

Alphabetic Phase

Orthographic Phase

3
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Neurological Basis

4

Brain Systems for ReadingBrain Systems for ReadingBrain Systems for ReadingBrain Systems for Reading
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A Neural Signature for DyslexiaA Neural Signature for DyslexiaA Neural Signature for DyslexiaA Neural Signature for Dyslexia

6

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

Dyslexic Learners have:

An impaired occipito-temporal (visual word form area)

They therefore:

Over-rely on the wrong areas: 

• Broca’s area and parieto-temporal in left hemisphere

• Right hemisphere areas
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ConsequencesConsequencesConsequencesConsequences

• Decoding areas (over)develop as instruction progresses

• Wrong reading strategies being employed for fluency

• Wrong areas of the brain being activated and developed
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Correct processCorrect processCorrect processCorrect process

• Learner analyses and reads the new word the first few times 

- using the decoding areas of the brain

• Neural model of the word is formed

- stored in the occipito-temporal

• Word can now be recognised automatically
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Teaching ImplicationsTeaching ImplicationsTeaching ImplicationsTeaching Implications

Teachers need to:
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• Practise and develop word analysis 

strategies

• Provide the right activities and practice

to transfer the word into the occipito-

temporal area

How?How?How?How?

• Word Flash
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Second gap

So where is the next So where is the next So where is the next So where is the next 

gap?gap?gap?gap?
What the 40% needWhat the 40% needWhat the 40% needWhat the 40% need
Literacy progression – not just a spelling programme

Every word seen and used in context

Structured progression, which includes:
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• Sight vocabulary

• Phonic knowledge

• Orthographic knowledge

• Word families

• Vocabulary building

• Comprehension
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But also…….But also…….But also…….But also…….
A structure which enables every learner to work at his or her own speed 
and level

Individualized reinforcement to cater for struggling/dyslexic learners –
up to 1300 exposures, if necessary!

Transfer between online/computer work and written work

And more specifically:

Why is spelling so crucial Why is spelling so crucial Why is spelling so crucial Why is spelling so crucial –––– not not not not 
reading?reading?reading?reading?

 Learners with specific learning difficulties progress through

spelling, not reading.

 Teaching spelling correctly develops all the processing  

skills and phonic/orthographic knowledge involved in

reading.   The same is not true of teaching reading.
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What What What What 
research research research research 
tells ustells ustells ustells us

Handwriting is important!
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Handwriting researchHandwriting researchHandwriting researchHandwriting research
Children not only learn to read more quickly when they first learn to 
write by hand, but they remain better able to generate ideas and retain 
information. 

Learning to write in cursive is shown to improve brain development in 
the areas of thinking, language and working memory.                                             
(Asherson, 2013)

“When we write, a unique neural circuit is automatically activated.   
There is a core recognition of the gesture in the written word, a sort of 
recognition by mental stimulation in your brain.”                                                                   
(Stanislas Dehaene)
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40% of our learners need:40% of our learners need:40% of our learners need:40% of our learners need:

• More structure - a more spelling-based approach

• An approach which develops the processing/perceptual
skills

• Activities which activate the visual word form area

• Extra reinforcement (sometimes huge amounts!)

• To learn and practice words in context

• To learn at their own pace

• Access to books and the curriculum at their intellectual level,
not their current reading level!

Uses of Uses of Uses of Uses of 
technologytechnologytechnologytechnology

Assistive Technology

Teaching TechnologyTypes of 
educational 
technology
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Assistive Technology Assistive Technology Assistive Technology Assistive Technology 
Main use – to enable the learner to access the curriculum 
at the right intellectual level

Great range available, including apps

Sample programmes – TextHelp, Word-Q, Dragon Naturally 
Speaking

Also: Audio books!
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Teaching Technology Teaching Technology Teaching Technology Teaching Technology –––– key key key key 
principlesprinciplesprinciplesprinciples

 Use software/online activities to support the curriculum, not replace it

 Use online/software activities as active teaching tools

 Choose online activities which develop skills, not just add knowledge

 Analyse game elements – how much time do they spend playing rather 
than  learning?

 Prioritise functions which can be customized to individual learners

 Don’t replace reading real books with reading digitally – they need real books!

To conclude:To conclude:To conclude:To conclude:

Let’s ensure that technology remains 
our servant

◦- Never our master!
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